The Hypothetical Exhibition, Publication or Event
Christmas 2021

Project Proposal Form
This form must be completed and submitted to Turnitin by the deadline:

Week 11, Monday 13th December 12.00pm
•
•
•

Informal non – assessed Project Proposal presentations to the class during
week 10
Formal assessed Project Proposal Presentations to the class in week 11
Please complete all sections of the form

Your Details
Your name – Nidhi Goel
Your email – nig26@aber.ac.uk
Your mobile phone number

Section 1 – The Project:

The title of the project – Dear Diary
Dear Diary
A 20 word description
This project consists of illustrations inspired from daily life and presented as an
installation
A 300 word description of the hypothetical public exhibition, publication or event

Sunaparanta, Goa Centre for the Arts, India -This exhibition takes place in the summer in
Goa, they describe themselves as "non-profit, process-based initiatives to encourage
creation, learning, understanding, appreciation and enjoyment of the arts Goa" The event
holds the themes of stories and journeys artist come from all over for an atmosphere like

this one- The exhibition is called ‘raaste’ meaning ways, journeys – The entire lodge is filled
with music, painting, installations, writing, people from different cultures laugher and fresh
ideas – It’s also a coffee house called ‘sculpsit’ with a moto of ‘between thought and action’
– The ambience is soothing, teak wood foyers, house plants a get away from the ‘bustling
chaos of the city.’

A 100 word statement summarizing the concept of the project
My project is based on the concept of dear diary in an illustrated form. The idea of
writing something every day about your day, what happened, narrating memories,
capturing a journey. I have achieved so with illustration. After my day at night before
bed I use to sit and draw with memory, thinking what happened today and catalogued it.
I used simple thin white a4 sheets for fluent pencil moment – The illustrations are very
roughly done to show instant thought process and with it being a personal reflection
about my journey I decided the illustrations doesn’t have to be perfect leading me to go
with flow and creating my project.

Section 2 – The Documentation:

5 informative photographic/video images of the development of the project
5 working drawings, maps, graphs, scans of notes, screen captures etc. of the development
of the project
5 informative photographic/video images of the finished project

Section 3 – The Research:

A 300 word introduction to one artist (artist 1) whose work has influenced this project
Tracy Emin
She is a British artist known for her autobiographical and confessional art work. She is a
mixed medium artist who works with painting drawing film installation and more
She is an artist who has inspired me and taught me how to be bold and vulnerable, her art
work is in the rawest and in the truest form. Some people might comment on her work and
say its scandalous and disturbing to look at. But that’s something I was drawn to she tells her
story as it is, no sugar coating it or glamourising it or too metaphorical where the meaning
can get lost in translation of art The bed was an installation that I found was very interesting
as every element told a story and it was so upfront to the world, I could feel what she went
through and was moved by it. Her installation had own dirty bed, in which she had spent
several weeks drinking, smoking, eating, sleeping and having sexual intercourse while
undergoing a period of severe emotional flux. The artwork featured used condoms and bloodstained underwear.
‘ Once the "enfant terrible" of the Young British Artists in the 1980s, Tracey Emin is now a
Royal Academician’ In December 2011, she was appointed Professor of Drawing at the
Royal Academy; with Fiona Rae, she is one of the first two female professors since the
Academy was founded in 1768.Emin is also a panellist and speaker: she has lectured at the
Victoria and Albert Museum in London, the Art Gallery of New South Wales in Sydney
(2010), the Royal Academy of Arts (2008), and the Tate Britain in London (2005) about the
links between creativity and autobiography, and the role of subjectivity and personal
histories in constructing art.
4 images of the artists’ work including a credit and label

\

A 300 word introduction to one artist (artist 2) whose work has influenced this project
Mario
He is an Indian cartoonist and painter, worked in newspaper published books and more
He is a Goan artist known for his illustration, he is locally very well-known his art is inspired
by his daily life, the media, political issues – his work is comic style based – he works with
humour and highlight issues in the society
I remember going to his gallery looking at his work, the originality and being inspired from
everyday life was something that helped me mould my project. His galleries and the café
dedicated to him had a warm vibrant atmosphere that I wish to adapt in my own curations–
There isn’t much information about him as he stayed in his town and was a local artist.
“He was known best for his brilliant depiction of Goa and his political satire and capture
everyday moments and humorous encounters; his artwork speaks about his own whimsical
experiences and witty personality.”
4 images of the artists’ work including a credit and label

Section 4 – The exhibition, publication or event:

A 300 word description of how have you researched your hypothetical exhibition,
publication or event (i.e. your research methodology)
The place I chose, I had already visited there and the atmosphere was mesmerising. A villa
with space that are galleries, chandeliers and marble floors – It’s a luxurious and at the same
time a very cosy property. There is an inbuilt café called sculpsit with a moto of thought and
creation and its layout with dark wood interiors decorated with plants which seemed like a
place that had a lot of potential. I looked into the history and the location of the place to see
the set ups – I also looked at artist, actors who have actually visited the villa to get another
perspective.
It also has an emotional personal aspect attached to it for me, it’s a place where I have some
beautiful memories with my family and also a place where I could have my family attend my
exhibition due to them being overseas and somewhere I healed in 2021.
It was where a new journey had started for me.
A 300 word description of the other projects in the hypothetical exhibition, publication or
event and how your project successfully connects and relates to the other projects
The event is called ‘Raastein’ meaning pathways, journeys reflecting on the event itself.
There are artist coming from all over to showcase and experience the Goan villa of arts.
The artist that will be present there have worked on different ways to explore themes of
pathways. To start with there is a session where poets, story tellers, public speakers come
together and share an incident a tale related to the theme of the exhibition allowing people
to understand and express themselves in a respected environment. Moving to their gallery
spaces artist have showcased their paintings, illustrations, installations and more. There is
work placed in their café too for example, Mario Carlos work will be displayed in the café.
Meena Kandasamy- a poet who will be reciting her poem called ‘Apologies for living on’ that
talks about her life has been in captivity and trapped she feels. Then Taba chake a guitarist,
song writer and a singer who will be performing his song ‘walk with me’ he wrote this song
for someone very special to him, the song was released on social media with illustrations of
snaps from the journey he had with her telling us a story what happened and goes along the
lyrics its beautiful as I could feel how pure his emotions are. With my project being a
collection of illustrations of my days, telling a story telling people about my routines the
people I see on a lot of levels I feel like I can relate to other projects with mine and also learn
from them, my installation will be done in the gallery but can also be placed in the café on
the wooden ceilings to add to the atmosphere of different people and talents coming
together to tell their story and creating on together.

Note: Refer to these links to understand the atmosphere
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OJLRRMye4YI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=whPPHKC0lPw

A 300 word description of how your project successfully engages with the site and situation
of your hypothetical exhibition, publication or event
My project is a self-reflection of my journey over a period of time which I feel goes with
what other artists are presenting in the exhibition. The way my project is installed it
lights the place up, it goes with the name and the theme of the exhibition ‘raastein’ i.e.
pathways and journey – it will be placed in a café as well as the gallery where people can
sit and enjoy or use it aesthetically. The project can be placed on other locations as it’s
parts can be flexibly moved based on the curators wish. My installation is like chapters
flying out of my book and showcasing it to the world an insider to my daily life. With this
being a public exhibition, I’d ask my audience add to the project by adding their
illustrations or writings or any other material and take the project a step forward. The
different moods of light can be changed according to the atmosphere the exhibition
would have, with it hanging from the roof the sheets would move based of any vibration
or breeze making it look like it’s dancing with music being performed in the exhibition
engaging with the vibrant surrounding. Overall, with these aspects of my project such as
including the audience, flexible with installing and the place and being aesthetically
added around other live performances I feel it successfully engages and adds to the
atmosphere

Section 5- The practicalities:

What equipment do you need?
ladder, lights, strings, hooks, tape, camera or a video recorder
What technical help do you need?
Installing the installation and the lights

What questions do you have for the hypothetical curator, publisher or organizer of the
hypothetical exhibition, publication or event?
Can I pick where it’s installed?
Do I need to install it myself or will there be crew on site?
Will I have access to multiple shades of lights and flexibility with their installations?
Can I have someone to support me such as my friend or family while I interact with the
audience?
Time for installation if its self-done?
Plug points?
Capacity of room with covid restrictions?
What rules we have to follow as artists in the galleries and the café with covid rules?
Provisions and rtpcr test?

Bibliography
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